
The Continuing lmage. Recollections 

lt was in the column walkway of the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts that I met 

Robert Klemmer in September 1961. Like myself, he applied for a painting 

master class at the Academy. lt was his second attempt, and so he knew his 

stuff. Thumbing through my portfolio, coal-forest clearings made of 

primeva! mud and scratchy expressionist winter trees, he recommended 

Professor Sergius Pauser. Pauser placed much emphasis on painterly skills, 

on command of techniques. l remember a demonstration in watercolors which 

was supposed to be a representation of the port of Shanghai. This made me 

distrustful not only of this art genre which of course is particularly suscepti

ble in this respect. Technical perfection seduces to a subtle type of lying, en

couraging an escape to the surface. AII praise to the coarse cut, the breaking 

edge, the lapsing picture. 

During severa! summers I had jobs restoring Gothic frescos. The idea of ma

terial security, a livelihood, brought me to Zagreb in 1963, into Professor lvo 

Re�ek's Master Class for Mural Painting. 1 did not learn too much about fre

sco and secco, but had long discussions with Re�ek, a disciple of André Derain 

and a friend of Miroslav Krle�. about art in the sense of Krle�. seen from the 

night side. The idea of material security somehow tell off of me. 

In 1966, 1 happened to come across a book of photoengravings alter Makart. 

The engravings already were a translation of Makart's heaps of flesh in their 

exotic settings; this facilitated a translation of the translation, another empty

íng of meaning, a landíng board on the beehive of art. lnside, there was cha

os and order, both equally terrifyíng. 

I spent much time with the painters of the yet-to-come "Wirklichkeiten" 

["Realities"J show, Herzig, Ringel, Jungwirth, and Zeppel-Sperl, but in partí-
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cular with Peter Pongratz whose informal pieces made a strong impression 

on me; with him, 1 had an intense communion of ideas. Another thing we had 

in common was a strong interest in natural history. He preferred microscopy, 

1 was the tropics expert, my basis being Brehm's Animal Lile. We ran some

thing like a competition for exploring the most trivial and most out-fashioned 

picture subjects possible. The distinction from the painters around 

Monsignore Mauer was to be made cleár. 1 painted allegories or rather cari

catures of allegories of the worst taste, the tates of African explorers, the 

dreamt-of career of my boyhood years. 

In May 1968, Otto Breicha, the first non-artist to take an interest in my work, 

organized an exhibition entitled "Wirklichkeiten" ["Realities"] at the Vienna 

Secession - it was my first exhibition. 

In 1969, I went to London. 1 found a studio al the SI. Catherine's Docks-be

fore they were rebuilt- next to the Tower where approximately eighty artists

went about their work, largely unnoticed. King's Road was breathing its las!.

1 have never been able to really gel into pop music, the sale reason being thal

1 had formal problems with the outward appearance of its protagonists and

their fans. Jazz was more my thing, and I wished for a style of painting sliding

smoothly along like the music of Ben Webster whose last gigs I then wit

nessed. In this era of the decline of hippie culture, 1 did little scenes in red

plaster and figures cut out of plywood, almos! none of which still exi5!. 1 

planned a trip to South America and began to make paintings again tila!

showed imagined, idealized travel situations. 

In 1972, 1 followed up on my longing for the trapes, a very romantic under-
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taking, but also a failed escape from my profess1on, a brea in an 



that art was a burden; !he little drawing I did was almost only done out of a 

sense of duty that is impossible to describe. 1 played with the idea of chang

ing my identity. l could no! find an adequate form to represen! things. Thrown 

back and confronted with nature itself, 1 began to break away from a literary 

image of painting. 

In !he time following my return to Vienna I did a lo! of drawing: deformation 

(Bag Fruit), dissection (Botanical Wreckage) and alienation (Germinal 

Landscape). In !he seventies, dealing with painting was particularly out of 

fashion. Oswald Wiener invited me far a beer in his "Matalla" bar in Berlin, 

explaining to me !ha! flat-surface painting was dead forever. 

Around 1975, 1 began to do more painting again. In !he very isolated situa

tion that I was in back then I tell !ha! my activity was something like reinvent

ing !he wheel. Slowly, images began to break free, to become independent 

from me. Objects vanished, perspective and spatial, three-dimensional 

representation phased out while !he idea, hitherto no clearly formulated, that 

the work of art and the design far it reside at different addresses was gaining 

contour. This insight was corroborated by a severe disease as well as by 

the temptation and the impossibility to describe it using my own means. 

The autonomy of irnages mus! be understood as detachment from the exi

stential condition of the artist. The paintings gel clase to music. • ... !he 

sounds of surfaces, the roar of picture and color areas, !he pace of signs· 

(Wolfgang Rihm). 

fts of 1986, 1 began to take out elements from my paintings and to depict them 

on their own, using plank walls as a kind of semi-sculptures. This entailed a 

breach with my accustomed working procedures. The color on !he wood plays 

a minar role, serving only to keep !he specific aesthetic of !he wood under 

control, while !he precision required with !he objects liberales my handling 

of color in !he picture. 

1 never thought about an interpretation of my work; mas! likely, it would be 

a pitfall both far !he artist and the viewer; so, arrived al !he present day, !he 

account mus! end here. 
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